Updated for the new redesign!

Chris Freiler’s vast experience with the changes to the new AP European History course and exam informed this revision of his best-selling Achiever Exam Prep Guide for AP European History. Filled with up-to-date content, new AP-style test practice questions, and available paired with Connect® for an all-digital experience, the Achiever Exam Prep Guide is still the best resource for AP students using any AP European History textbook.

Outstanding features include:

- Detailed overview of the new course and exam
- Up-to-date strategies for success on the AP European History Exam
- Focused content review chapters with additional AP-style practice questions for each time period in Connect® with diagnostic reporting
- Two NEW complete practice exams available in print and online with detailed scoring rubrics and answer feedback

Power of Process

SOURCE ANALYSIS TOOL
Assignment type in Connect® that helps students analyze and interpret primary and secondary sources.

AP COURSE SUPPORT
A robust, web-based assignment and assessment platform complete with an adaptive study tool and an adaptive eBook.

Online Tests with Diagnostic Reports

AP TEST PREP
AP-style practice test questions and complete exams with Connect® diagnostic reporting connected to the detailed metadata of each question.
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POWER OF PROCESS

Power of Process is a dynamic source-analysis tool that uses a series of analysis strategies to engage students with history. The analysis strategies are informed by the AP Historical Thinking Skills and are organized into a structure of “Before Reading,” “During Reading,” and “After Reading.” Its design is to ensure comprehension of course concepts through historical context and reinforce fact retention through historical evidence.
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